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February 1, 2017 

 

Dear Conservation and Outdoor Recreation Partner: 

As you know, the challenge of balancing outdoor recreation and sustainable management of 
wildlife in Colorado is significant, considering the demographic and population growth trends 
that our state is experiencing.  

That is why, last year, Colorado Parks and Wildlife convened the Executive Summit on 
Colorado’s Natural Resources, a gathering of leaders from recreation, land trust, 
conservation, sportsmen, and land management organizations, including your own. There, the 
group considered the Principles for Advancing Outdoor Recreation and Conservation which 
were developed by SHIFT, a group based in Wyoming. These principles were developed to 
leverage outdoor recreation interests to advance conservation. As a group, we felt that these 
principles helped define a stewardship ethic among the outdoor recreation community that 
places value on taking care of the lands they utilize. Furthermore, we also agreed that these 
principles offered an opportunity to unite the diverse recreation groups within Colorado. 

As leaders in conservation, Colorado recently became the first state to adopt these SHIFT 
Principles. The action was formalized by the Parks and Wildlife Commission in November 
2016. The core values of the SHIFT principles are best stated in the preamble to Colorado’s 
slightly adapted version, which is attached.   

Your organization was invited to the Executive Summit for a reason: because you are a leader 
in Colorado’s conservation, land management, and outdoor recreation industries. We now 
encourage you to help us build momentum by presenting Colorado’s SHIFT Principles back to 
your organization’s leadership and advocating support.  

Let’s show that we are leaders in conservation and outdoor recreation by uniting around 
these values. The SHIFT Principles can be the platform our organizations stand upon to 
support, discuss and balance outdoor recreation and sustainable management practices of 
habitat and wildlife in Colorado.  

 
Sincerely, 

 
 

Bob Broscheid, Director 
Colorado Parks & Wildlife 


